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5.Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources

5.1.Methodological overview

The methodology followed in this course is oriented towards achievement of the learning objectives. A wide range of
teaching and learning tasks are implemented, such as:

- Lectures, where the most important concepts are explained. Student participation will be required through different
activities to achieve greater theoretical understanding and professional application.
- Practice sessions, where the lecturers will guide the students during the empirical application of the previously
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presented theoretical contents.

5.2.Learning tasks

The course includes the following learning tasks:

- Lectures
- Practice sessions. Students will solve cases in the computer room. Depending on the objectives, the problems will be
solved individually or in groups, autonomously or guided by the lecturer.
- Autonomous learning.

5.3.Syllabus

The course will address the following topics:

-Topic A: Background and theoretical foundations of research lines in finance.

-Topic B: Empirical application of the classical models of valuation in finance.

-Topic C: New trends: Behavioral Finance.

5.4.Course planning and calendar

Further information concerning the timetable, classroom, assessment dates and other details regarding this course, will
be provided on the first day of class or please refer to the "Department of Accounting and Finance" website.

5.5.Bibliography and recommended resources
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